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January 22, 2010

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

Kimberly D.Bose, Secretary

888 First Street, NE; RoomlA

Washington, DC 20426

RE: Response to Fina,1Environmental Impact Statement for Ruby Pipeline

CP09-54 '

Dear ,Secretary Bose:

I amaPyramid lake Paiute Tribal member, involved in traditional, spiritual
and cultural practices. Therefore, this letter does not come from a political
perspective,butrather from a Traditional, Spiritual and Cultural belief. We have
family ties to this ancient, aboriginal land of the many Tribes of the Great Basin,
Northeastern California and" Oregon. Within the area proposed for the Ruby
Pipeline there are places "still used for prayer, ceremonial use and traditional
gatherings. The Elders have taught us that all we nee.d to survive ar~ within the
lands where the Ruby Pipeline is proposing to be. lam concerned expressly with
the impacts to our Sacred Sites, Traditional gathering areas for food and
medicine, ethno botanicals and looting of our burial and ceremonial sites.

Hunting, fishing, traditional food and root g~thering,medicinal, and
botanicals have and still are being collected and used; Just as we have done since
the beginning of time. The areas outside of triballand~oundaries must be looked
at deeply and considered for "the environmental, cultural and Traditional Cultural
Properties (Tep's). "

The Sheldon Route Alternative along Highway 140 is the route I prefer. This
area has-been previously disturbed, unlike th~ route preferred by Ruby P~peline,
which if allowed to go through will affect all of the natural, pristine environment.
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There is a huge potential for severe damage and destruction of sensitive and
traditional resources. The destruction will be immeasurable and no mitigation
can replace what will be lost. There will still be impacts to the Sheldon Route
Alternative; however, if a sacrifice has to be made, this will be the favored route.
As cultural resources and Native American human remains are found, I am
requesting they be returned to the Tribes. All NAGPRAlaws are applicable to the
Ancestors unearthed during this operation and all Tribes affected should be
contacted before BLM, Cultural Resource Companies or Archaeologists make a
final decision as to what should happen next.

In clOSing,I request the following take place:

• Face-to-face consultation between Tribes, FERC,and the BLM.
• Paid qualified Native American monitors from the affected Tribes shall be

present during additional cultural resource surveys to ensure that artifacts
and sacred sites are being treated with respect, and indigenous knowledge
is incorporated into the archaeological process.

• Paid qualified Native American monitors are present during any ground
disturbing activities, especially during the trenching and digging phases of
the project.

• Mitigation measures are discussed and agreed upon by the Tribes and all
other agencies involved in the project.

It is my experience that qualified Native American monitors see things that
qualified archaeologists miss, so it is important that they be present.
Mitigation measures with the affected Tribes need to be in place before
ground disturbance.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment and respond.

Respectfully,

?O e.\( '23 N\~(}Y\ I\J \J "6"" t1'-\ ?.L{
115 .5"1'-1·0" 0Dean Barlese

Traditional Spiritual Leader·

Cc: BLM


